
AATM 505 

Boundary Layer Module Review



Exam Monday (3/6/2023)! 
(Modules 1 and 2)
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2. Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer—offshore wind



Figure from Still (1988) Chapter 1

Diurnal cycle of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer  (ABL)
Dealing mostly with the fair weather (“boring”, quiescent) atmospheric 
boundary layer—which happens ⅔ of the time around here over land [but 
we’ll touch upon other boundary layers—over the ocean].



Conceptual Model of the ABL (PBL)
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Turbulence
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Surface Fluxes

Free Atmosphere (FA)

PBL grows only by entrainment  
Through overshooting thermals



Taylors Frozen Flow Hypothesis

Stull (1988)



Spectrum of Wind Speed
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Fronts

Diurnal

What we’re 
interested in

10s - 10minSpectral Gap



scalar flux

Stull (1988)



Turbulent heat flux  

Stull (1988)



9 minutes of W and T 1 Hz data 
At NYSM Red Hook Flux Station



Control volume = atmospheric air below sensors

Turbulent fluxes

 Measurement Approach



Daytime Fluxes

SW  
in/out

respiration

photosynthesis

G

LW  
in/out

Fc(T, PAR,LAI, ...)

⌧(U10, z0, ...)



Example of CO2 exchange above a forest 

updraft downdraft

forest absorbing carbon



Law of the Wall, aka Logarithmic Wind Profile



Static Stability

• measure of capability for convection  
• considers buoyancy only (does not consider wind/mechanical turbulence)
• local lapse rate (stability) insufficient - need the look at the whole profile or measure the 

buoyancy flux
Stull 1988
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Obukhov Length

• L negative during daytime 
(unstable) and positive at night 
(stable)

• larger L magnitude corresponds to 
more shear and/or less heat flux

• L blows up when surface heat flux 
transitions pos/neg or neg/pos

Physical interpretation: scale height 
where buoyancy dominates over shear

meters

Stull 1988



Diabatic Wind Profiles

more shear

less shear

Stull 1988



Stability Parameters

Gradient Ri Obukhov Length

• predicts turbulent/laminar flow

• applies any height in PBL

• requires turbulence

• applies near-surface layer



Law of the Wall (Logarithmic Wind Profile)
Neutral Diabatic

more shear

less shear

Stull 1988



Drag and Roughness, z0

Intuitively, the more rough the surface ➠ more drag

Recall, for neutral conditions: Ū(z) =   (↑z0, ↓U)
u*

k
ln

z
z0

Rewrite as 
u*

U(z)
= k[ln

z
z0

]−1

CD =     (↑z0, ↑CD)
u2

*

U(z)2
= k2[ln

z
z0

]−2



Bulk Flux Parameterizations
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momentum:

heat:

moisture:

depend on z0, z/L, …



SW  
Rad

Respphoto

G

LW  
Rad

Daytime fluxes

Energy Balance: 



Surface Energy Balance

Stull 1988



Surface energy balance
day, land night, land 

oasis day, sea 

Stull 1988



Surface Energy Balance—Radiation Components
Stull 1988

126 NYSM standard sites measure incoming solar  
18 NYSM flux sites measure all 4 components (radiation)



Surface Energy Balance—Fluxes, Bowen Ratio

Stull 1988

irrigated crop field 

Harvard 
Forest, 

central MA



Surface Energy Balance—NYSM Leafout
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Sunrise Noon

Note most flux stations in grassy areas—using Schuylerville (just NE ALB) here



Tennekes 1973

t = 2ϒh0Δ0

w 'θ '( )n
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

1
2

Rapid 
growth 
phase

{
Assume 𝓣 = 104 s, h0 = thickness of the 
inversion, (w’θ’)n = midday surface flux 
(in kinematic units) and Δ0 = inversion 

strength, what is t?

Note: most flux stations in grassy areas—using Schuylerville here (previous slide)

Can you predict when surface inversion will erode? 
A homework problem!



Conceptual Model of the ABL 
But what about over the ocean?
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The Marine Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer—need 

to account for sea 
surface, water column!

Air-sea interface

Ocean 
Boundary 

Layer

Marine 
Atmospheric 

Boundary 
Layer



Estimating H and LE over 
the ocean

where ρ is the density of air; cp, the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure; L, the latent 
heat of vaporization; Ch and Ce, the stability and height dependent transfer coefficients for 
sensible and latent heat respectively; u, the wind speed; Ts , the sea surface temperature; Ta, the 
surface air temperature with a correction for the adiabatic lapse rate, γ; z, the height at which the 
air temperature was measured; qs, 98% of the saturation specific humidity at the sea surface 
temperature to allow for the salinity of sea water, and qa, the atmospheric specific humidity. 




Sea or lake breeze circulation: Daytime

Cool water

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/srh/jetstream/ocean/sb_circ.htm
Warm Land

500 m
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21 July 2020 4:44 PM LT 
Riis Park Rockaway NY

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/srh/jetstream/ocean/sb_circ.htm


Or if you prefer Stull.….
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McCabe and Freedman (MWR 2023)
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NY Bight  
McCabe and Freedman (MWR 2023)



Sea breeze and LLJ 
Climatology 

(McCabe and 
Freedman 2023) 



Questions?

Horns Rev 12 February 2008 1010 UTC — Photo by Christian Steiness 





